CHANGING THE CARBON FILTER BAG
IMPORTANT: Purifier uses a carbon filter in the carafe cover to remove traces of odors before purified water is collected in carafe.
The filter lasts about 2-3 months. A return of unwanted odor means filter should be replaced. Order replacement carbon filters
from the outlet where you purchased your Purifier.
To Replace Carbon Filter
The carbon filter is a final “polishing” filter for the Purifier. Unit may be operated with or without the carbon filter. Remove the
cover from the carafe. Remove carbon compartment cover by pulling on tabs. Remove used
Carbon
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carbon filter and discard. DO NOT reuse carbon filter. Rinse inside of carbon compartment
Cover
and carafe cover with water. Remove filter from plastic bag.
Carbon Filter Preparation (Handle filter bag carefully to prevent tearing.)
Wash your hands with soap and warm water. Fill a clean container with distilled or boiled tap
water. Slowly immerse a narrow end of the filter bag into the water. Once the bottom quarter
(1/4) is wet, slowly immerse entire bag, squeezing gently to remove air. If the bag “puffs up,”
you are immersing it too quickly. Once bag has been immersed, remove from the water and
rinse it by pouring more distilled water over bag to remove any carbon fines (dust). Be sure
carbon is evenly distributed within bag, then place bag in filter housing. Replace cover on
housing, and place cover on carafe. Place carafe on base unit.
Reset the Filter Status Bar by pressing and holding the “Delay” button for 7 seconds. The
next time you make purified water, discard the first batch which may have small, harmless
carbon fines in it.
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